


Assignment for this week:
Conduct user research, begin synthesizing insights

●
●





Where we are in the process

Weeks 1-3 Weeks 4-5





What is Synthesis?



SYNTHESIZE 
Processes
Debrief
● Filter content for relevance and prioritize 

information 
● Communicate content  

Organize
● Collapse content
● Chunk & find themes 
● Develop insights
 
Define
● Identify design and research opportunities
● Define the project scope
● Develop how might we statements

Now What?
Interpret
● Identify what else you might need to understand 

moving forward
● Build questions to inspire ideation

Processes + Practices



Four Key Activities for Synthesis





Debrief: Tell Stories about Individual
Downloading your interviews for synthesis



“Downloading”

3-5 bullets of 
biographical 
information

quote/
observation #1

quote/
observation #2

quote/
observation #3

quote/
observation #4

#A1: Name

#A1 #A1 #A1 #A1



Downloading in Action



Presenting a Story





Organize: Looking for Patterns
Identifying Themes in the Stories









Define: Extract Key Insights
Develop a set of insights around the research.







Potential collaborators are 
fearful and hesitant to share 
their ideas. 



Student Stories: Alyssa
Example #2: Illinois App - supporting wellness on campus



As a result of toxic cultures, stigmas and misinformation, many students make 
light of their own mental health issues using humor or social norms to justify 
their behavior.

It’s hard to talk (and be taken) seriously 
about mental health concerns.





The system needs to promote 
all contributions as equal.





Interpret: Storytelling + Frameworks
Communicating your research findings



Travel to the 
testing site

Approaching the 
test site

Checking in Testing

Saliva Test Process: User Journey / Moments that Matter

Exiting the site



Travel to the 
testing site

Approaching the 
test site

Checking in Testing

Saliva Test Process: User Journey / Opportunities for Design

Exiting the site









Behavioral Segmentation



Maps



Two by Twos





Creating 
Design 

Opportunities



Too Narrow Just Right Too Broad

HMW redesign seating on 
long flights?

HMW create a seats with 
adjustable heights?

HMW create a sense of 
personalization in the 
seating experience?



HMW redesign seating on 
long flights?

HMW create a seats with 
adjustable heights?

HMW create a sense of 
personalization in the 
seating experience?

Too Narrow Just Right Too Broad

This HMW question suggests only one solution; it also suggests a very defined frame 
that limits thinking about the challenge.

This HMW question is probably inspired by one interview idea under one insight, for 
example, one interviewee complaining about the height of current seats.

This HMW likely leads to one solution; it creates very strict boundaries that can only help 
think about one specific solution.



HMW redesign seating on 
long flights?

HMW create a seats with 
adjustable heights?

HMW create a sense of 
personalization in the 
seating experience?

Too Narrow Just Right Too Broad

This HMW question suggests infinite solutions; it does not suggest any defined frame to 
think about the challenge.

This HMW question can be inspired by all insights!

This HMW leads to infinite number of solutions; it does not create any boundaries that 
can help think about specific solution.



HMW redesign seating on 
long flights?

HMW create a seats with 
adjustable heights?

HMW create a sense of 
personalization in the 
seating experience?

Too Narrow Just Right Too Broad

This HMW question suggests more than one solution; it also suggests a defined frame 
that permits innovative thinking under the area of the airline experience.

This HMW question is definitely inspired by one or more insights generated from multiple 
observations and interviews related to personalizing the seating experience.

This HMW leads to more than one solution; however, it creates boundaries that can only 
help think about specific solutions in the area of personalizing seating on airlines.

✔

✔

✔



Let’s walk through Deliverable 2



Things to do this week:
1. Each group should contribute at least one suggested 

reading to the #week-4-discussion channel, about the 
topic of Synthesis in UX research.

2. Complete Deliverable 2 in your group’s Miro board by 
midnight on Sunday 2/21.

What to expect next week:
1. You’ll start creating your frameworks in Miro to communicate 

your synthesized insights, and build a 10-minute deck to present in 
class on Monday 3/1 that summarizes your work thus far.

2. In class next week, we’ll share guidelines and discuss our 
expectations and parameters for these first presentations, and 
meet with each group to talk about your synthesis progress.




